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ABSTRACT
Modern mobile devices commonly support applications that individually capture detailed information about a user with the goal to adapt and personalise the user experience to that of the individual. This paper describes research to go beyond this, by supporting client-side user modelling for context-aware and personalised applications. This work builds upon the PersonisJ framework, to tackle the challenges of supporting multiple mobile applications for the purpose of personalisation as well as user model reuse across applications. Our approach involved the creation of three substantial applications: a career organiser application that makes use of actual data from an online employment website; a casual employment application; and a university student information application. Also described in this paper are the key challenges in the creation and management of the model ontology to address the needs of developers of such applications. This work represents the first evaluation of the use of PersonisJ - or any other mobile client-side user modelling system - in which multiple mobile applications reuse a locally stored user model across applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Desktop, web, and mobile applications are increasingly capturing and storing user information with the goal to adapt and personalise the user experience to that of the individual. Mobile devices, especially smartphones, offer particular promise for user modelling and personalisation. Smartphones will become increasingly common, with predictions of increases from 14% of mobile terminals in 2009 to 37% by 2012 (Cozza, 2009). Smartphones are also becoming increasingly powerful in processing and memory capability, as well as integrated sensing and communications technologies. Another important characteristic of smartphones that makes them an ideal choice for storing a user model is that they are always on and they are always with the user, thus making them easily accessible to the user even when they are out of an area with coverage. Smartphones are also typically owned, configured, and controlled by a single user. This lays a solid foundation for user-owned and user-controlled user models on smartphones.

There are many benefits for mobile applications that can personalise the user experience. Personalisation can reduce information overload by making information relevant to the task at hand (Fisher, 2001; Weakliam et al., 2005); personalised systems can also actively alert users of useful information, as is demonstrated by (Krüger et al., 2004) in their Personal Navigator application.

There is also a close overlap between systems that are context-aware and systems that are personalised to the user; indeed, context can be seen as a potential solution to many of the usability problems associated with mobile information access. These problems extend beyond just formatting content for small screen devices. Past work has for example looked at tailoring user interfaces based on the current context – e.g. consider the Just-For-Us application (Kjeldskov and Paay, 2005), which uses context-awareness to personalise a user interface based on the user’s social context, and the SMMART e-commerce recommendation program (Kurkovsky and Harihar, 2006), which allows retailers to push recommendations to the customer based on their personal preferences. Past work has also looked at presenting contextual information within the user interface – e.g. (Debaty et al., 2005), in which geographical relationships (e.g. ‘next to’) are treated as hyperlinks providing contextual information as a browsable resource, and (Church and Smyth, 2008), in which search queries on a mobile device are augmented with contextual features like location and represented on top of a geographical map rather than as a list of results.

As outlined in (Shilton, 2009), the information required to personalise software does however bring with it much concern over user privacy. The dramatic rise of smartphones has only compounded the problem. Camera phones in particular have caused trouble, angst, and even unfairly ruined careers (Oei, 2009). The location-sensing technologies embedded in smartphones have also received much attention (Chen and Rahman, 2008; Tsai et al., 2010). In (Kärkkäinen et al., 2010), a field study on mobile phone activity and context logging was conducted with the purpose of life-logging in mind (i.e. the automatic and persistent collection of information about one’s life and behaviour). Results from that study show that although a little uneasy in the beginning, users were not disturbed by the logging, but did want to be in control of logging the most private information. The results also
showed that in order to make users feel more secure, information that is not shared should be stored locally. Local client-side storage of the user-model is a key focus of the PersonisJ framework and the applications described in this paper.

At present, personalisation of the information delivered to mobile phones is typically performed at the server-side, by services in the cloud. This has been a necessity in the past due to the limited computational power and memory of mobile devices. However, as these mobile devices become increasingly powerful, it has now become feasible to support client-side personalisation for these devices, in which the user’s model is stored on their own device. By storing the information client-side, the user is afforded an opportunity for greater privacy and control over the data, and because the device is mobile and typically accompanies the user, contextual information can also be recorded into the user profile. To support the creation of new personalised applications for phones and other mobile devices, new tools are required, and PersonisJ is one such tool.

PersonisJ is a framework for building mobile, personalised, context-aware applications. In previous work (Gerber et al., 2010), the PersonisJ mobile client-side user modelling framework was described, including an outline of the framework’s basic feature set, a description of its use in a demonstrator museum guide application, and results of a small scalability evaluation focusing on the ‘ask’ and ‘tell’ operations that are fundamental to the use of the PersonisJ framework. The purpose of this paper is to now go to the broader task of creating user models that are used by multiple locally-installed mobile applications as their primary user model, and for the purpose of personalisation and model reuse. This is the first evaluation of the use of PersonisJ - or any other mobile client-side user modelling system - in which multiple mobile applications reuse the user model across applications.

Section 2 discusses related work that has a focus on user-modelling frameworks targeting mobile devices. Section 3 then outlines the existing PersonisJ framework upon which this work builds. Validity of our approach is measured along three axes. Firstly, in Section 4, we describe the three separately implemented mobile applications, each using the PersonisJ framework to contribute and retrieve information to/from the user model, and each with a strong focus on mobile client-side personalisation. These applications are: a long-term career management application, a casual employment application, and a University student application. Secondly, in Section 5 we analyse the challenges of supporting the ontologies of different third-party smartphone applications (and their associated developers) in creating, accessing, interpreting, and sharing the application models with other locally-installed applications. Section 5 reports on our design methodology for developers to create applications and shows user interfaces supporting end-users interacting with their model during application use. Thirdly, in Section 6 we discuss the ease of integration of the framework by the developer, and performance issues when dealing with real-world datasets, particularly as the user model grows over time. Finally in Section 7 we outline our conclusions.

2. RELATED WORK
The PersonisJ framework (Gerber et al., 2010) can be seen to belong to the larger Personis ecosystem, which currently consists of a number of different user modelling framework implementations, ranging from both server-side – e.g. Personis (Kay et al., 2002), PersonaF (Niu and Kay, 2010), and PersonisAM (Assad, 2010) – to client-side (i.e. PersonisJ). Future applications will all utilise the Personis components relevant to them, including for example a mix of both server-side and client-side user modelling components, in order to create a seamless user experience, and in which the end-user is the owner of and is in control of the contents of their user model.

Most user modelling frameworks used in mobile computing scenarios focus on server-side solutions. Indeed, the original Personis (Kay et al., 2002) focused specifically on using a server to store user models and it demonstrates this in the context of an adaptive hypertext system. PersonaF (Niu and Kay, 2010) extended this implementation and focused on the use of the server-side system for ontological reasoning. Most recently, in PersonisAM (Assad, 2010), the focus was on active models for pervasive computing environments, in which the storage and processing of models could be distributed across the Internet. PersonisJ in contrast represents an entirely client-side solution to user modelling and more generally to providing a mobile framework to support personalised and context-aware applications.

In the SMMART e-commerce recommendation system (Kurkovsky and Harihar, 2006), the preferences of shoppers were stored on the mobile device and could be carried with them from shop to shop. Unlike the PersonisJ user-modelling framework however, SMMART stores the preferences in XML as a simple list of weighted keywords and these preferences are transmitted off the device to the tightly coupled SMMART server in order for it to match products to the customer’s personal preferences.

Another relevant work is HP’s Web Presence Manager (Debaty et al., 2005). In that implementation, the focus is on a distributed software framework that makes use of web technologies to enable mobile and context-aware access to personal contents, and the rendering of such content on local appliances in ubiquitous computing environments. The system focuses on the concept of a “web presence”, i.e. independent software modules representing physical entities such as a printer, projector, stereo, paper book, and human users. Each web presence manages up-to-date information about its physical counterpart and presents it on the web for use by other web services or web users. Security and privacy of web presence data is however not addressed and instead left by the authors as future work.  

In (Davidyuk et al., 2004), the focus is on creating a context-aware middleware for mobile multimedia
applications. The middleware provides functionalities like: the ability for services to locate other services and components; an event-notification mechanism based on the publish-and-subscribe model; and the ability to store and manage context data collected from various sources. Privacy and access rights to the user’s data are handled by a specific component called the ‘context-based storage’ module, which is included as part of the middleware architecture. This again differs to PersonisJ, in which privacy and access is controlled directly by the user on the mobile device.

In (Kobsa, 2007), a substantial review of generic user modelling systems covered shell systems, central server systems, and agent-based user modelling systems. Not one of the reviewed systems was designed specifically to run on mobile devices like smartphones. Similarly, in (Krüger et al., 2007), a review of mobile guides (museum, navigation, and shopping guides) was conducted, and it was found that although some applications used server-side user modelling frameworks like UbisWorld\(^1\) (Heckmann, 2005), the majority implemented only simple user preference lists on the device.

3. THE PERSONISJ FRAMEWORK

PersonisJ is a client-side framework for building mobile, personalised, context-aware applications. PersonisJ represents a “model” as a hierarchy of “contexts” that can contain “components” (see also Figure 5). It is based on the accretion/resolution representation, and indeed each component accretes “evidence”. Evidences are essentially values with metadata indicating how and when the evidence was received. The hierarchy of contexts and components constitutes an ontology and a sub-tree within the hierarchy is a partial ontology.

PersonisJ allows locally-installed mobile applications to access the user model via an “ask” operation (i.e. to retrieve data from the model) and a “tell” operation (to supply data to the model), and it also provides an import/export operation that allows applications to import and export partial ontologies using a simple JSON format. In addition to the import/export, ask, and tell operations that PersonisJ provides to third-party applications, it also provides the ability to: broadcast Android messages indicating when a component has changed; monitor the user’s location; and (via the underlying Android OS) deny or grant applications access to the model via the PersonisJ-specific “ask” and “tell” permissions. Reasoning about a model is performed via the use of resolver functions, and first prototypes show that security can be even further enhanced by running the mobile applications within a restricted environment (Pink et al., 2010).

As shown in Figure 1, PersonisJ is architecturally comprised of two components: the Core Framework and the public PersonisJ API. These are also explained in detail in (Gerber et al., 2010). Third-party applications access the user model via the PersonisJ API, though only after such applications have been granted read and/or write access to the model. These security permissions are enforced by the underlying Android OS, which ensures that applications explicitly declare - on install - how they wish to interact with PersonisJ. At the heart of PersonisJ is an SQLite database. Access to this database is mediated by the ContentProvider, which specifies a unique “content URI” for content it exposes to the client application. To allow third party applications to interact with PersonisJ, the PersonisJ Core provides the PersonisService module. Applications intending to read from the database use the READ_CONTENT permission (which corresponds to the “ask” operation) and those intending to contribute to the database do so via the PersonisService module using the TELL_PERMISSION (corresponding to the “tell” operation).

4. THE IMPLEMENTED MOBILE APPLICATIONS

This section describes the three mobile applications that highlight our focus on mobile client-side personalisation and user model reuse across applications. These are: the CareerOrganiser, a career management application designed to assist passive (and active) career-conscious workers to manage their long-term career prospects; the CasualEmployment application, which allows users to find jobs of a very casual nature; and the UniversityApplication, which demonstrates how relevant information can be delivered to students of a particular University.

First, we illustrate how content from the user model is reused across these applications. Consider a scenario in which Jon, a University student, installs the applications onto his smartphone and then begins to interact with them. Figure 2 shows how Jon's semester timetable from the UniversityApplication (the second component in the application in the centre of the figure) is reused by the CasualEmployment application to help determine his time availability throughout the week. Similarly, course information from the UniversityApplication is reused by the CareerOrganiser application when Jon fills in his educational qualifications in his resume. The CareerOrganiser application also imports details from

---

\(^1\) UbisWorld, URL: http://www.ubisworld.org
Jon's Facebook account, and this is reused, along with other personal information to help Jon complete his resume. Note that it is the resolvers (see also Section 5) that are responsible for determining what relevant information might exist in the user model, and so the order in which applications are used is not fixed to the sequence provided in the example above.

The Career Organiser Application

The CareerOrganiser (see Figure 3) allows passive and active career-conscious workers to manage their long-term career prospects, and to browse job positions currently advertised. This client-side Android application downloads live job market data from an online service associated with a website and stores this locally on the device in an SQLite database. Mobile personalisation aims to identify the jobs most relevant to the user. The application allows a user to configure multiple personas based on profiles, as in the example in Figure 3A - at the upper left, where the job search can use the “Graduate Profile” or the “Academic Profile”. Each such profile has an associated job filter and/or a resume. The job filters contain details of the type of job that the user is interested in; Figure 3B (lower left) shows that this user's “Academic profile” has specified “Locations”, “Sectors” and “Work Arrangements”, but not yet defined “Remuneration”. Resumes (Figure 3C,D) hold details on the user (including personal information, education, past employment, and skills). Resume creation is done via an in-application guide (see also Figure 7), which is able to prefill form fields for the user based on existing content in the PersonisJ user model. The multiple personas allows the application to retrieve job listings relevant to the user along a number of different career paths, e.g. a persona for current job prospects, another for future job prospects; or a weekday and a weekend persona.

The personalisation of job listings is done in two phases. First, the set of jobs fitting the user's defined job filter are downloaded from the commercial server to the device (first the job title, and then via a background thread the entire job descriptions). Then, the list of jobs is ranked by relevance based on data from the resume profile, their previously favoured jobs, and keywords that the user selected while browsing through other job descriptions. Figure 3F shows the user adding a selected word “SQL” to his list of relevant keywords. The user is then able to browse job listings via both a sorted list, but also via a slide-show presentation mode (Figure 3E) at a configurable speed (e.g. one job every two seconds; but also via additional controls like pause/resume, and finger gestures).

The Casual Employment Application

This application (see Figure 4A,B) consists of a server-side casual jobs platform, a website front-end to allow job providers to administer job postings, and a smartphone application to allow job candidates to find relevant “one-off” casual jobs from their phones. In contrast to the CareerOrganiser, this application focuses on the casual job market, which is often drastically different from the blue- and white-collar jobs typically found in job platforms (e.g. consider handing out marketing pamphlets, or walking the dog). From the website, prospective employers can create an account, add new jobs, review applications, and accept applicants for their listed jobs. From the smartphone application, job candidates can set up their profile (including their preferred location and available times), search for casual jobs, view job details, and apply for jobs. The casual job listings are personalised to the user based on their
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2 Facebook, URL: http://developers.facebook.com
location and time availability, and the newest jobs relevant to the user are additionally shown at the top of the main application page (Figure 4A).

The University Smartphone Application
This prototype application (Figure 4C,D) addresses some of the needs of modern students on campus: viewing the student's timetable, finding staff details, browsing course and subject information, viewing maps, and reading news feeds relevant to the user. This application allows a user to configure their semester timetable and then provides the user with contextually relevant links between data sources like building maps and locations, course and subject details, and lecturer contact details.

Figure 3. Partial screenshots from the CareerOrganiser mobile application, showing: multiple personas (A), job filter details (B, lower left), multiple resumes (C), resume details (D), job presentation mode (E), and keyword selection (F).

Figure 4. CasualEmployment main page (A) and my jobs page (B). The UniversityApplication's main page showing functionality like the timetable, maps, staff details, and subject/course information (C), and the news page (D).
5. THIRD-PARTY CLIENT-SIDE APPLICATION DESIGN METHODOLOGY

This section discusses the challenges of creating multiple ontologies or namespaces within a user model, for use by each application. We also discuss the issues for reuse and the competing design goals for application developers, in maintaining application-specific parts of the user model, at the risk of duplication against the reuse of parts of the user model when they are available.

Designing the PersonisJ Application Models

In PersonisJ (Gerber et al., 2010), a model is represented as a hierarchy of “contexts” containing “components”, and components accreting “evidence”. This hierarchy of contexts and components is referred to in this paper as an “ontology”, though it can be noted that PersonisJ sets no restrictions, limits or requirements on the structure of an ontology. As such, client applications may define any structure that they like. This means an application can define domain-specific partial ontologies as required. PersonisJ models are based on the accretion/resolution (A/R) representation (Kay et al., 2002), in which evidence is accumulated, and reasoning about a model is then achieved within client applications by use of a resolver function.

The PersonisJ model representing the three applications described in Section 4 is shown in Figure 5. The figure shows that the CareerOrganiser has a “JobFilter”, “Resume”, and “Facebook” context defined. The names of the components in the JobFilter context are based on a predefined structure from a commercial online service; these include components such as location, sector, remuneration, and work arrangement. The components contained in the Resume context are based on a subset of the HR-XML specification that has been defined by the HR-XML Consortium. We have extended it to incorporate details of past keywords that the user selects while reading through job descriptions (i.e. the “Keywords” component; see also Figure 3F for the dialog that pops up when a user selects the word “SQL” from a job description) and jobs that the user has favoured (i.e. the “Favourite Jobs” component). The Facebook context contains data that the user has allowed the CareerOrganiser to import from the online social networking site.

As shown in the figure, a design decision was made to store each application’s model separately under a new context node called “Applications”. This is in addition to the automatically created “Model” and “Root context” nodes of the tree. Our applications first check to see if the “Applications” context exists, and if it does not, they request PersonisJ to create it. Once this context exists, the application provides PersonisJ with its application ontology to be stored within the context.

In our approach, application developers may well decide to store their information in separate silos. This may lead to some duplication of information (e.g. “Personal Information”). While this might be stored under a separate PersonisJ-defined context alongside that of Applications, the separate silo approach has merit in terms of independence of developers, scalability across a large number of independent applications and flexibility, e.g. a person might use different names and aliases for different applications (see also Figure 7, left).

Another design decision was to name the individual application ontologies based on their actual package names to avoid conflicting application model names, e.g. au.examplecompany.CareerOrganiser for the Career Organiser application, though note that this is abbreviated in Figure 5 to save space.

![Figure 5. The PersonisJ client-side user model covering the multiple mobile applications discussed in this paper.](http://www.hr-xml.org)
A final design decision regarding model design was to offload some of the ontology complexity into the JSON evidence structures stored by components. "Evidence" is essentially a value stored as a string with some metadata indicating how and when it was received. In our three applications, we store the evidence as a JSON string, and outline in Section 6 how this approach minimised the number of “ask” operations required by the CareerOrganiser application, thus improving its performance. Storing part of the application ontology as JSON-formatted evidence was also useful when dealing with the need to model multiple dynamic instances of a particular context. For example, in the CareerOrganiser, it is possible for a user to create multiple “Job Filters” and multiple “Resumes”, though just how many is for the user to decide. The security restrictions defined in PersonisJ (and enforced by the Android platform) currently prevent third-party applications from changing the contexts and components that they have provided the PersonisJ framework using the import feature. Figure 6 shows a practical example of our modelling of multiple dynamic instances of a context (in this case employment history evidence belonging to different resumes), in which it can be seen that all resume evidence is identified by an additional key-value pair containing the resumeld to which the evidence belongs.

A Practical Example demonstrating how Applications access Data in the PersonisJ Model
PersonisJ requires that applications using the framework have knowledge and an understanding of the underlying user model context that they want to utilise. They must know the preferred context names and the paths to the component elements where the reusable information is stored. It is conceivable that an online resource listing all PersonisJ-compliant applications exist, with links to the developer's own documentation. With direct paths to the components, the navigation to the preferred source by a third-party application is a fast and simple process. The code sample below from the CareerOrganiser application illustrates this process, using the “Model” object provided by the PersonisJ API to retrieve information from the CasualEmployment application's model.

```java
Model pMod = Model.getPhoneModel(pContext);
Component pCom = pMod.getComponentByPath("/Applications/CasualEmployment/Profile/Personal Information");
List<String> pVals = pCom.ask(personalInfoResolver, latestEvidenceFilter);
```

Reasoning about a model in PersonisJ is achieved through the use of the resolver function. Resolvers are used to interpret evidence, and evidence passed to a resolver can optionally also be passed through an evidence filter. The PersonisJ API contains two pre-defined evidence filters, one that returns just the latest piece of evidence, and the other which returns the list of evidence without any filtering. The API also contains a number of resolvers for resolving most of the basic data types.

As an example of the use of filters and resolvers, in the CareerOrganiser, a user is able to create a new resume from within the application, and data for guiding the user in filling in such a resume is retrieved by the application from the PersonisJ model. While filling out the resume, the default LatestEvidence filter is used to retrieve relevant evidence from both the CasualEmployment application (see code sample above) and the UniversityApplication. In this case, the latest evidence is also the most relevant evidence.

After filtering the evidence, a custom resolver is used to resolve a certain value from the evidence. The CareerOrganiser application has a separate resolver for each resume section (e.g. personalInfoResolver and educationHistoryResolver). These resolvers transform the evidence from the UniversityApplication and the CasualEmployment application from that of a JSON string to a list of single values. The list is created by matching keys between the CareerOrganiser and the other applications. For each separate resume section, the CareerOrganiser has a defined set of key values which it looks for across the application models (e.g. for personal information: first_name, last_name, phone, and so on). Figure 7 (left) shows how these values (i.e. the values for “first_name”) are then tied to the UI elements to help guide the user in filling out their resume.
In more detail, Figure 7 shows the different ways in which the CareerOrganiser is able to resolve and present the user with relevant data that it has found in the user model during resume creation. The resume creation process in the CareerOrganiser lets users create a resume section-by-section. Before asking input from the user for each of the sections, the CareerOrganiser's PersonlisationService class (which manages the application's resolvers that were described above) accesses the user model and links this information to the user interface components. Figure 7 (left) shows the auto-complete method, which provides values found from the other models as the user types in the text field. Users also have the ability to view all found values for an attribute by holding down on the text field (Figure 7, middle), which is particularly useful when there are many different values. Figure 7 (right) shows the auto-fill option, which combines information from all available sources as best it can. In a formative usability study with seven participants, it was found that on a scale of 1=completely disagree to 5=fully agree, subjects said that “I could imagine creating the resume with the provided interface” (4), “it was easy to modify existing values” (4), “it was easy to add new values” (4.1), and “it was easy to add new sections to the resume” (4.1).

6. EASE OF INTEGRATION AND PERFORMANCE
Regarding ease of integration, an application like the CareerOrganiser typically interacts with the PersonisJ user model(s) at three different points during application use. Firstly, at start-up, the application is required to check if the user model already exists and to create the model if it does not already exist. The next time an application interacts with the model is when it has new user information to contribute to the model (e.g. when a new resume is created or when an existing job filter is modified). Such information is generally stored in an application's internal database (e.g. SQLite) and it is at this point that the changes are also typically added to the PersonisJ user model. For both the creation of the application's model (i.e. via the PersonisJ import function) and the adding of new user information (i.e. via the tell operation), integration is simple, requiring little more than a few lines of code. The third point at which an application typically accesses the user model is when the application wishes to retrieve information from the model. Integration here can be more demanding. An application first needs to check that the model it wants information from actually exists (i.e. via the getComponentByPath method shown in Section 5). The application may also need to implement a custom resolver function if the default resolvers do not perform the required task, e.g. as is the case when retrieving evidence like that shown in Figure 6 consisting of dynamic lists of lists (i.e. multiple past employment evidence contained within multiple resumes). However, once a resolver is created, the developer will likely reuse it within other applications (e.g. the resolver created for the CareerOrganiser to resolve personal information is also used within the UniversityApplication and CasualEmployment applications).

The performance of PersonisJ was tested using a 1GHz HTC Nexus One Android smartphone using the profiler built into the Android framework. The performance of the “tell” operation was already shown in (Gerber et al., 2010) to be sufficient for use on mobile devices (nearly 2.5x faster than the time to inflate a trivial XML user interface in Android consisting of one button). Simple “ask” operations in comparison were shown to take three times as long as the “tell” operation. As stated in (Gerber et al., 2010), the execution time of an ask operation is dependent on the supplied parameters (e.g. the complexity of the model being queried and the complexity of the resolver and filter that is being used). Using the model described in Figure 5, we demonstrate...
The evidence that is accreted by this component (which we call Model 1) contains eight individual attribute-value pairs (first_name, last_name, phone, email, website, gender, dob, and work-permit) represented as a single JSON string as follows:

{"first_name":"Jon","last_name":"Smith"...}

Consider now a second model, Model 2, in which personal information is stored as a context (rather than a component) and each of the 8 attribute-value pairs are themselves represented as components and evidence respectively. Retrieving the personal information from Model 2 requires eight different “ask” operations. Using a similar setup to that used in the previous study (Gerber et al., 2010) – i.e. ask operations that use the default String resolver and latest-evidence filter, and averages calculated across 200 repeats – we calculated that the time to execute these eight ask operations was 523.27ms in total. In comparison, the time to execute the single ask operation required in Model 1 was calculated to take only 66.53ms. The difference (in this case a factor of 7.86, i.e. ~8) is further magnified when information from multiple models is being requested. As shown in the user interfaces in Figure 7, the CareerOrganiser application guides the user in filling out their resume by first retrieving the personal information contained within the UniversityApplication, CasualEmployment, and Facebook applications. Assuming similar-sized models for these other three applications, the time difference is then 200ms versus 1.570ms, i.e. a vast improvement. Although hardware technology advances will improve performance, life-long user models will also grow over time; this performance evaluation shows one way in which large client-side user models based on the accretion/resolution modelling approach can be optimised to avoid unresponsive application behaviour.

7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper represents the first evaluation of the use of PersonisJ - or any other mobile client-side user modelling system - in which multiple mobile applications reuse the user model across applications and for the benefit of mobile personalisation. It outlined three separate mobile applications, each novel in its own right, and each with a strong focus on mobile personalisation and model reuse across the applications. The paper provided a design methodology for integrating, into mobile client-side applications, models based on the accretion/resolution approach. We provided practical examples showing how to build PersonisJ-compliant applications and demonstrated via performance testing and model optimisation how PersonisJ is suitable for mobile device use, even when used on resource-limited devices like smartphones and across complex user models covering multiple application schemas.
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